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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning.  My name is Rich Lacasse.  I will be speaking about an upgrade to the ALMA Correlator that several of us have proposed.  As some of you may know, there are actually two correlators at ALMA.  I’ll be talking about the 64-Antenna Correlator.
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Collaborators

• Ray Escoffier NRAO (retired)
• Joe Greenberg NRAO
• Bob Treacy NRAO
• Alejandro Saez JAO/NRAO
• Rodrigo Amestica NRAO
• John Webber NRAO (retired)
• Alain Baudry Université de Bordeaux
• Mircea Stan UVA
• Al Wootten NRAO
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is my list collaboratorsIt includes quite a few NRAO and retired NRAO people. You may recognize the name of Ray Escoffier.  He is the architect of the current correlator.  He’s been retired for 10 years, lives in New Orleans and is still very interested in correlators.  In fact the idea for the upgrade originated with him. Joe Greenberg and Bob Treacy also participated in the design of the current correlator.  Alejandro Saez is in Chile and the main person responsible for the upkeep of the current correlator.  He participated in the design, writing a lot of the firmware for the Long Term Integrator in the original design.  After delivery, he was a key player in making sub-arrays and Walsh functions work.  Rodrigo Amestica wrote the software for the Correlator Data Processor computers which read and process the data from the hardware part of the correlator.  John Webber was the North American IPT leader during the design of the current correlator.  He is now enjoying the Florida sun and provides useful advice from time to time. Alain Baudry was the European IPT leader during the construction of the current correlator.  We collaborated closely with him in the design of the current correlator.  We hope to continue the collaboration with the upgrade.  You will hear more about Alain’s plans in a talk later in this session. Mircea Stan is the one engineer who was not involved in the design of the current correlator.  He is a professor at the University of Virginia specializing in integrated circuit design.  A key part of the upgrade plan is to upgrade the Application Specific Integrated Circuit or ASIC that is at the heart of the correlator.  Professor Stan’s advice was very helpful in this area. Finally, we’re very grateful to Al Wootten for providing a science case for our proposal and for lots of useful advice along the way.
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Outline

• Scientific Motivation
– Observing Efficiency
– Higher time resolution

• Technical Approach
– Upgrade as opposed to replace
– Good “bang for the buck”

• Ripple effects and status
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will talk about the scientific motivation for upgrading the correlator.  In a nutshell, it would improve the observing efficiency and provide improved time resolution.  I will also talk about our approach.  In a nutshell again, the idea is to upgrade rather than replace the correlator.  We believe this approach provides very good band for the buck.  I’ll touch on ripple effects, that is how this project affects the rest of the ALMA system.  Finally I’ll tell you about the status of the project.
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Scientific Motivation

• A ROAD MAP FOR DEVELOPING ALMA, ASAC Recommendations for 
ALMA 2030, Bolatto et. al. states:
“The ability to provide and process wider instantaneous bandwidths, 
together with continuous improvements in receiver sensitivity, can bring 
scientifically significant increases in observation speed. The ultimate 
goal is to correlate an entire receiver band in one go, with no loss of 
sensitivity. This requires improvements not just to the receivers themselves, but 
also to the digitizers, the IF transport, the correlator, and the archive.” 
…Doubling the bandwidths of the digitizers, fiber-optics transmission, 
correlator,
and archive seem, likewise, eminently possible with current technology.

• Efficiency improvement gained by 4-bit correlation
• There is some interest in higher time resolution (FRBs, pulsars, solar)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is the scientific motivation?  ALMA’s vision of where they would like to be in 2030 is described in a document called “A Roadmap for Developing ALMA, ASAC Recommendations for ALMA2030”, by Bolatto el. al.  One of the points this document makes is that they would like scientifically significant increases in observation speed.  One way to achieve this is to process wider instantaneous bandwidths.  One specific goal is doubling the bandwidth of the correlator.  The gist is that they want to increase the efficiency of the system to get improved scientific productivity from the telescope. In this same spirit, efficiency can also be improved with more efficient processing, for example 4-bit by 4-bit correlation rather than 2-bit by 2-bit.  Finally, high time resolution would enable observations of solar events, pulsars and fast transients.  Our proposed upgrade addresses all of these points to an extent.  
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Proposal in a Nutshell

• Double the current bandwidth, providing instantaneous coverage of the 
entire IF band.

• Increase the spectral resolution by a factor of 8
• Increase the time resolution, at least in hardware, by a factor of 16.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what we’ve proposed to do.  We would double the current bandwidth.  This would give instantaneous coverage of the entire IF band, 4 to 12 GHz, USB and LSB, both polarizations.  The spectral resolution would be increased by a factor of 8.  Cross-correlations, for a limited number of spectral points, could be provided at a 1-msec rate rather than the currently available 16 msec.  This last point is only true for hardware since ALMA cannot absorb that much data.  We will provide this capability on two output ports, the first bing the normal data route and the second a separate spigot that could be one day routed to computers specially designed for transient observations.
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Obvious Advantages
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• Root-2 increase in continuum sensitivity
• Factor of 2 increase in spectral survey speed (e.g., 

Band 6 below)

Adapted from 
Walter el al, 2016 
and Wootten, 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our proposed upgrade would have some very obvious advantages.  Continuum sensitivity would be increased by root-2.  Spectral surveys would be twice as fast at the widest bandwidth.  Take band 6 above as an example.  The current correlator requires 8 frequency settings to do a survey of the entire band.  These settings are represented by the shorter, solid colored bars.  Each color represents a different setting.  The upgraded correlator would do the same thing in 4 settings, reducing the observing time by about a factor of two and at the same time providing 4 times the frequency resolution.
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• Typical Correlator Setup, Starved for BW at high resolution
• 12 high resolution 58 MHz windows available (need one low res window 

for continuum)
• Many lines cannot be covered
• Upgraded correlator provides broader windows at high resolution, in 

addition to higher resolution across them
ALMA Correlator Upgrade    URSI, Montreal    2017-08-21

Scientific Motivation – less obvious

Courtesy of 
Al Wootten

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a use case where the advantages of the upgrade are not so obvious.  This observation used 12 high-resolution 58 MHz windows to observe a set of spectral lines.  The windows are represented by the colored bands.  The group on the left is in the lower sideband and the group on the right in the upper sideband.  Let’ just concentrate on the lower sideband…
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• In Red are important lines that are missed with current correlator
• Upgraded correlator accesses all the missed lines at the current 

resolution, using wider filters, shown in blue.
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Less Obvious Advantage 1

Courtesy of 
Al Wootten

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again we see the set of colored 58 MHz observing bands.  The spectral lines they are centered on are listed in black.  However, listed in red, are a set of important lines that are missed.  The upgraded correlator could use wider spectral windows, shown as blue rectangles, to observe all the missed lines.  Due to the increased spectral resolution of the upgraded correlator, all lines would be observed with the same or better spectral resolution than what was achieved in the 58 MHz bands.
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• At narrower bandwidths, trade-offs to improve sensitivity are possible
• Software for twice-nyquist and 4x4-bit correlation is currently 

unavailable, but will be developed in parallel with the upgrade.
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Less Obvious Advantage 2

Total 
Bandwidth

Number of 
Spectral 
Points

Spectral 
Resolution

Correlation
Sample 
Factor

Minimum 
dump 
time1

Sensitivity2

2 GHz 32768 61 kHz 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88

2 GHz 16384 122 kHz 2-bit x 2-bit
Twice 

Nyquist
256 msec 0.94

2 GHz 8192 244 kHz 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The correlator has a fixed number of correlator engines.  These can be used in a variety of ways that result in a trade-off of one thing for another.  Here we see three different correlator modes for a 2 GHz band.  One is a 2-bit by 2-bit correlation, single Nyquist.  Another is 2-bit by 2-bit, twice Nyquist.  The third is a 4-bitby 4-bit mode, single Nyquist.  The 2-bit by 2-bit single Nyquist mode has the highest spectral resolution, but the lowest sensitivity at 88%.  The 4-bit by 4-bit mode has 99% efficiency, but sacrifices a factor of four in spectral resolution to achieve this.  The twice-Nyquist mode provides an intermediate capability, 94% efficiency while sacrificing a factor of two in spectral resolution.
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Technical Approach

• The ALMA Correlator design was begun around the year 2000.
• In the intervening years, technology has progressed significantly (surprise!)
• A group in North America and Europe recently completed a study project 

focused on upgrading the correlator
– Approach: upgrade the existing infrastructure
– Conclusion:  It is a doable project

• The study project has led to an ALMA development proposal
– Still being evaluated
– Will concentrate on the technical approach and interfaces, which is 

what is of interest here
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s shift gears and talk about our technical approach.  It is worth noting that the correlator design was started around the year 2000.  Technology has not stood still in the years since, so it’s no surprise that we can do a lot better today than we did back in 2000.  A group in North America and Europe recently completed a study project focused on how best to upgrade the correlator.  The approach we came up with was simply to upgrade the existing infrastructure rather than replace it, saving time, money and a lot of software development.  All the testing that’s been done to date says that this is a feasible approach.  Earlier this year we submitted a development proposal to implement the upgrade.  It is still under evaluation.  I’ll give you a quick overview of the technical  approach in the next few slides…
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Correlator Configuration:

Station Bins, Correlator Bins, Computers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get you oriented, here is a picture of one of the four correlator quadrants at the AOS.  It consists of a computer rack, on the right, correlator racks in the middle and station racks on either side of the correlator racks.  There is a taller power supply rack at the far end.  The racks are strategically placed to accommodate the data flow from the station racks to the correlator racks.  The station racks do antenna-based stuff while the correlator racks do the actual cross correlation.  Keep this picture in mind for the next viewgraph…
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Block Diagram (black existing, red new, green reduction)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a quick graphical summary of what the upgrade involves.  Only the things in red need to be upgraded.  This is basically the cards in the data path: the Data Receiver Board receives signals on fiber from the antennas; the Tunable Filter Banks apply delays down to 250 ps and optionally break the 2 GHz band in sub-bands of 62.5 or 31.25 MHz; the Station Cards apply the larger part of the delay, up to 2 msec, and manipulate the data to set up one of the 67 supported modes; the Station Interface and Correlator Interface Cards transport the data between racks, the Correlator Cards do the actual correlation and the first stage of integration – they also sum data for phased array operation; the correlator card includes a new ASIC as its correlator engine; the Final Adder card sums the data in Time Division Mode and formats it for the CDP computers; the CDP computers acquire data from the hardware and do the Fourier Transform and a variety of calibrations and corrections.   The things in black stay the same.  The bin control cards remain as does the entire control infrastructure including the control software.  The mother boards don’t have to change. The bin wiring does not have to change.  That’s good because it would be a huge job!  We would continue to use the same 125 MHz clock from the Central LO and keep the existing 125 MHz distribution system in the correlator.  The clock would be doubled on the data path boards only.  None of the racks have to change.  Things in green have reduced requirements.  We expect that power dissipation will go down, and consequently that the system cooling requirements will be reduced.Software is not shown here.  I estimate that there is at least 40 person-years of software investment in the correlator.  It’s the gorilla in the room.  It would be a shame to start that effort over!  Because the architecture does not change, we can shield the high level monitor and software from change.  We do this by modifying the firmware in the bin control cards.  This firmware acts as a middle-man between the control software and the hardware. We anticipate a few minor changes in the control software, but nothing major.   The biggest change in software will be handling 8 times more data because of the resolution increase.  This has been prototyped during the study project and basically worked but more speed optimizations will be required.All the things that need to change are cards and modules that were designed to be changed for maintenance purposes.  So the change-over logistics are very straightforward.  For this reason, we claim that this upgrade plan is minimum cost, minimum disruption, minimum effort, minimum risk and is relatively quick to implement.   Only parts designed to be changed need to be changed.
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Signal Interface (250 MHz card-to-card, 500 MHz rack-to-rack)

STATION BIN

SIGNAL CABLES FROM
63 OTHER ANTENNAS

CORRELATOR BIN

CORRELATOR CARDTSC

500 MHz LVDS CABLE

SIGNAL CABLES TO 31 OTHER
CORRELATOR CARDS

CI CARDSI CARD
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To 31 other 
correlator cards

From 63 other 
antennas.

Station Card Correlator Card

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The facts that we’re doubling the data rate and not changing the motherboards or the inter-rack cabling makes the connections between boards more challenging. The connections between the Station Card and Station Interface Card and between the Correlator Interface Card and Correlator Card will use existing motherboard traces.  These were tested during the study project and ran error free at some delay.  The optimal delays were different from one line to the next.  That’s not the case now.  The FPGAs will need to tweak delays of individual traces to make this work.  This will require firmware and FPGA upgrades, but is doable.  Connections between the Station Bins and Correlator Bins will use the existing LVDS cables at twice the data rate.  The design of the Correlator Interface Card uses an equalization chip which works very well on the bench.  We plan a trip to Chile early in the upgrade project to test these connections in the installed correlator.It’s also worth noting on this sketch that the number of correlator cards drops from 4 to 1 due to the density improvement of the new ASICs.
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Key External Interface Requirements
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Sample Rate
• Currently 4 Gs/s, 3-bit
• Improve to 8 Gs/s, 3 or 4-bit

– Note that correlator design has 2, 3 and 4 bit modes
– The new 4-bit modes will have better spectral resolution than the 

current 2-bit modes (not available for all bandwidths)

Output Data Rate
• Flexible: data can be time or spectral averaged to accommodate required 

data rates.
• Currently <= 60 MB/s peak, 6 MB/s average
• 500 MB/s average or more is possible.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the key external interface requirements.  We plan to double the processed bandwidth, so we need to be presented with samples at twice the current rate.  We need 8 Gs/s instead of 4 Gs/s.  4-bit resolution would be nice, but 3-bit resolution would be adequate.  The correlator design includes 2, 3 and 4 bit modes.  The higher resolution modes trade spectral resolution for sample resolution.  In the new design, the 4-bit modes would have higher spectral resolution than the current 2-bit modes.  The output data rate can be controlled by the Correlator Data Processor computers by time or spectral averaging.  The current peak data rate to the archive is 60 MB/s.  The maximum average data rate is 6 MB/s.   We anticipate that this will grow between now and when we could deliver the upgraded correlator.  The new system would be capable of 500 MB/s average about a factor of a hundred higher than the current rate.
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System Test Approach
• Goal is to minimize disruption to a very busy observatory
• System Test in Charlottesville using 

– “5th Quadrant”
– Pseudo-random data sources
– Production software with very few modifications

• System Test at the OSF
– “5th Quadrant
– Real-world signal chain
– Production software
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An important goal of our upgrade project is to minimize the disruption to a very busy and productive observatory.  To realize this goal, we plan two rounds of System Test, one in Charlottesville and one at the OSF, ALMA’s support facility located on site at an elevation of 3000 meters.  Both rounds of testing would use what we are calling a 5th quadrant.  This is a subset of the correlator that can have software almost identical to the full system.  The testing in Charlottesville would use artificial data while the test at the OSF would use real antennas and a real signal chain.
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Ripple Effects
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Anti-Aliasing Filter
• Filter in front of the sampler and associated electronics

Samplers and Data Transmission
• Discussed later in this session!

Software in other systems:
• M&C for Front End and Back End (bandwidth)
• Telescope Calibration (TELCAL, 8X # points)
• Observing Tool (all new capabilities)
• Data transmission between systems (hardware and software)
• Data analysis (CASA, calibration, 8X # points, BW)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An upgrade of the correlator system requires upgrades of other systems.  I call these ripple effects…  We’ve tried to identify them during the study project.  Here is a short summary.  In hardware, this list includes the Anti-Aliasing filter which sets the bandwidth for the sampler and the electronics surrounding it.  It includes the samplers and data transmission system which must generate and transmit at least twice as many samples.  Various pieces of software need to change as well.  The Monitor and Control for the Front End and Back End to accommodate the changes associated with the anti-aliasing filters.  The TELCAL program which calibrates the data; it must deal with 8 times as many points.  The Observing Tool has to present the new system to the user.  Changes are required in a few places to account for the fact that we are transmitting more data.  Finally the CASA data analysis system will have to deal with the additional data too.
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What It Does Not Do
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Correlation Resolution Limitations
– Widest bandwidths are still 2-bit x 2-bit resolution
– 4x4-bit correlation is possible only at narrower bandwidths
– Does not quite get to 1 KHz resolution in dual-pol modes

Correlator still trades spectral resolution for 
bandwidth.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Full disclosure: this upgrade does not do everything you would ideally like in an upgrade.  First of all, the widest bandwidths are still 2x2 correlation with it 88% efficiency.  4x4 correlation with its 99% efficiency is available only at narrower bandwidths.  The dual pol and cross-pol modes do not quite get to 1 KHz resolution.Also, some newer correlator designs, SWARM for instance, analyze the entire receiver band at the highest available spectral resolution.  In a way this is nice because there are lines almost everywhere in the ALMA bands.  This approach does have the bad side effect of producing much more data than the archive can store.  The upgraded correlator still trades bandwidth for resolution.  For instance, you can get almost down to 1 KHz resolution, but only with a 116 MHz bandwidth.  This is no change from the current system, except that the bandwidths are wider and the spectral resolution is improved.  Zoom bands can be strategically placed on lines as shown in a previous slide.  Still, this upgrade will produce more data than the archive can handle for a good while.
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Summary

• ALMA2030 vision calls for doubling the bandwidth
• Our proposed design does this and improves spectral and time 

resolution.
• We feel that our design accomplishes that with

– Minimum disruption
– Minimum effort
– Minimum cost
– Minimum risk
– Fast time to operation

• Awaiting approval…
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-

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, I’ve described a possible upgrade to the ALMA correlator.  It would improve on the current correlator by doubling the bandwidth, increasing the resolution by a factor of 8 and improving the time resolution capabilities.  It is aligned with the ALMA2030 vision, covering in one pass the entire IF bandwidth.  Its approach is to upgrade the existing architecture so we claim it is a minimum disruption, effort, cost and risk approach with a relatively fast time to operation.  Currently, it is still wading through the approval gauntlet.  Hopefully we will know by the end of this year whether or not we get to build it.
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Thanks…   and Questions?
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-
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Backup slides
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I bore you with too much detail, I’d like to present the key external interface requirements.  We plan to double the processed bandwidth, so we need to be presented with samples at twice the current rate.  We need 8 Gs/s instead of 4 Gs/s.  4-bit resolution would be nice, but 3-bit resolution would be adequate.  The correlator design includes 2, 3 and 4 bit modes.  The higher resolution modes trade spectral resolution for sample resolution.  In the new design, the 4-bit modes would have higher spectral resolution than the current 2-bit modes. The output data rate can be controlled by the Correlator Data Processor computers by time or spectral averaging.  The current peak data rate to the archive is 60 MB/s.  The maximum average data rate is 6 MB/s.   We anticipate that this will grow between now and when we could deliver the upgraded correlator.  The new system would be capable of 500 MB/s average.
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Single-pol modes
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Mode # Number of sub-
channel filters

Total 
Bandwidth

Number of 
Spectral Points

Spectral 
Resolution

Velocity resolution 
at 230 GHz

Correlation Sample Factor Minimum 
dump time1

Sensitivity2

1 32 4 GHz 65536 61 kHz 0.08 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
19 32 4 GHz 32768 122 kHz 0.16 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
38 32 4 GHz 16384 244 kHz 0.64 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
2 16 2 GHz 65536 30.5 kHz 0.04 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
20 16 2 GHz 32768 61 kHz 0.08 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
39 16 2 GHz 16384 122 kHz 0.16 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
53 16 2 GHz 8192 244 kHz 0.64 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Twice Nyquist 64msec 0.99
3 8 1 GHz 65536 15.3 kHz 0.02 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
21 8 1 GHz 32768 30.5 kHz 0.04 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
40 8 1 GHz 16384 61 kHz 0.08 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
54 8 1 GHz 8192 122 kHz 0.16 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Twice Nyquist 64 msec 0.99
4 4 500 MHz 65536 7.5 kHz 0.01 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
22 4 500 MHz 32768 15.3 kHz 0.02 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
41 4 500 MHz 16384 30.5 kHz 0.04 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
55 4 500 MHz 8192 61 kHz 0.08 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Twice Nyquist 64 msec 0.99
5 2 250 MHz 65536 3.75 kHz 0.005 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
23 2 250 MHz 32768 7.5 kHz 0.01 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
42 2 250 MHz 16384 15.3 kHz 0.02 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
56 2 250 MHz 8192 30.5 kHz 0.04 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Twice Nyquist 64 msec 0.99
6 1 125 MHz 65536 1.9 kHz 0.0025 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
24 1 125 MHz 32768 3.75 kHz 0.005 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
43 1 125 MHz 16384 7.5 kHz 0.01 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
57 1 125 MHz 8192 15.3 kHz 0.02 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Twice Nyquist 64 msec 0.99
25 1 62.5 MHz 65536 0.95 kHz 0.00125 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 512 msec 0.94
58 1 62.5 MHz 16384 3.75 kHz 0.005 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Twice Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
68 Time Division Mode 4 GHz 512 7.8125 MHz 10.2 km/s 3-bit x 3-bit Nyquist 16 msec 1.00
71 Time Division Mode 4 GHz 5123 7.8125 MHz 10.2 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 16 msec 0.88

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I bore you with too much detail, I’d like to present the key external interface requirements.  We plan to double the processed bandwidth, so we need to be presented with samples at twice the current rate.  We need 8 Gs/s instead of 4 Gs/s.  4-bit resolution would be nice, but 3-bit resolution would be adequate.  The correlator design includes 2, 3 and 4 bit modes.  The higher resolution modes trade spectral resolution for sample resolution.  In the new design, the 4-bit modes would have higher spectral resolution than the current 2-bit modes. The output data rate can be controlled by the Correlator Data Processor computers by time or spectral averaging.  The current peak data rate to the archive is 60 MB/s.  The maximum average data rate is 6 MB/s.   We anticipate that this will grow between now and when we could deliver the upgraded correlator.  The new system would be capable of 500 MB/s average.
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Dual-pol modes
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Mode # Number of sub-
channel filters

Total 
Bandwidth

Number of 
Spectral Points

Spectral 
Resolution

Velocity resolution 
at 230 GHz

Correlation Sample Factor Minimum 
dump time1

Sensitivity2

7 32 4 GHz 32768 122 kHz 0.16 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
8 16 2 GHz 32768 61 kHz 0.08 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
26 16 2 GHz 16384 122 kHz 0.16 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
44 16 2 GHz 8192 244 kHz 0.32 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
9 8 1 GHz 32768 61 kHz 0.04 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
27 8 1 GHz 16384 122 kHz 0.08 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
45 8 1 GHz 8192 244 kHz 0.16 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
59 8 1 GHz 4096 244 kHz 0.32 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Twice Nyquist 64 msec 0.99
10 4 500 MHz 32768 15.3 kHz 0.02 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
28 4 500 MHz 16384 30.5 kHz 0.04 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
46 4 500 MHz 8192 61 kHz 0.08 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
60 4 500 MHz 4096 122 kHz 0.16 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Twice Nyquist 64 msec 0.99
11 2 250 MHz 32768 7.6 kHz 0.01 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
29 2 250 MHz 16384 15.3 kHz 0.02 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
47 2 250 MHz 8192 30.5 kHz 0.04 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
61 2 250 MHz 4096 61 kHz 0.08 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Twice Nyquist 64 msec 0.99
12 1 125 MHz 32768 3.8 kHz 0.005 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
30 1 125 MHz 16384 7.6 kHz 0.01 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
48 1 125 MHz 8192 15.3 kHz 0.02 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
62 1 125 MHz 4096 30.5 kHz 0.04 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Twice Nyquist 64 msec 0.99
31 1 62.5 MHz 32768 1.9 kHz 0.0025 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 512 msec 0.94
63 1 62.5 MHz 8192 7.6 kHz 0.01 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Twice Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
69 Time Division 

Mode
4 GHz 5123 7.8 MHz 10.2 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 16 msec 0.88

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I bore you with too much detail, I’d like to present the key external interface requirements.  We plan to double the processed bandwidth, so we need to be presented with samples at twice the current rate.  We need 8 Gs/s instead of 4 Gs/s.  4-bit resolution would be nice, but 3-bit resolution would be adequate.  The correlator design includes 2, 3 and 4 bit modes.  The higher resolution modes trade spectral resolution for sample resolution.  In the new design, the 4-bit modes would have higher spectral resolution than the current 2-bit modes. The output data rate can be controlled by the Correlator Data Processor computers by time or spectral averaging.  The current peak data rate to the archive is 60 MB/s.  The maximum average data rate is 6 MB/s.   We anticipate that this will grow between now and when we could deliver the upgraded correlator.  The new system would be capable of 500 MB/s average.
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Cross-pol modes
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Mode # Number of sub-
channel filters

Total 
Bandwidth

Number of 
Spectral Points

Spectral 
Resolution

Velocity 
resolution at 230 

GHz

Correlation Sample Factor Minimum 
dump time1

Sensitivity2

13 32 4 GHz 16384 244 kHz 0.32 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
723 32 2 GHz3 16384 122 KHz 0.16 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 512 msec 0.94
14 16 2 GHz 16384 122 kHz 0.16 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
32 16 2 GHz 8192 244 kHz 0.32 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
15 8 1 GHz 16384 61 kHz 0.08 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
33 8 1 GHz 8192 122 kHz 0.16 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
16 4 500 MHz 16384 30.5 kHz 0.04 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
34 4 500 MHz 8192 61 kHz 0.08 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
17 2 250 MHz 16384 15.3 kHz 0.02 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
35 2 250 MHz 8192 30.5 kHz 0.04 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
51 2 250 MHz 4096 61 kHz 0.08 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
18 1 125 MHz 16384 7.6 kHz 0.01 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 512 msec 0.88
36 1 125 MHz 8192 15.3 kHz 0.02 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 256 msec 0.94
52 1 125 MHz 4096 30.5 kHz 0.04 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
66 1 125 MHz 2048 61 kHz 0.08 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Twice Nyquist 64 msec 0.99
37 1 62.5 MHz 16385 3.8 kHz 0.005 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Twice Nyquist 512 msec 0.94
67 1 62.5 MHz 4096 15.3 kHz 0.02 km/s 4-bit x 4-bit Twice Nyquist 128 msec 0.99
70 Time Division 

Mode
4 GHz 512 7.8 MHz 10.2 km/s 2-bit x 2-bit Nyquist 32 msec 0.88

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I bore you with too much detail, I’d like to present the key external interface requirements.  We plan to double the processed bandwidth, so we need to be presented with samples at twice the current rate.  We need 8 Gs/s instead of 4 Gs/s.  4-bit resolution would be nice, but 3-bit resolution would be adequate.  The correlator design includes 2, 3 and 4 bit modes.  The higher resolution modes trade spectral resolution for sample resolution.  In the new design, the 4-bit modes would have higher spectral resolution than the current 2-bit modes. The output data rate can be controlled by the Correlator Data Processor computers by time or spectral averaging.  The current peak data rate to the archive is 60 MB/s.  The maximum average data rate is 6 MB/s.   We anticipate that this will grow between now and when we could deliver the upgraded correlator.  The new system would be capable of 500 MB/s average.
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TFB TFB

 128 SIGNALS @ 250 MHz

Station Card

STATION BIN

DRX/TFB CARD
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DRX and TFB 
functions 
absorbed 
into one card

DRX/TFB to 
Station Card 
interconnect 
via rigid-flex 
board.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me show you a few more details on how we would manage the data path.  In the Station Bins, a new board, which would combine the functionality of the DRX and TFB boards, would be designed by Alain Baudry’s group.  He will talk more about this in the next talk.  The NRAO group would design a new Station Card.  The two slots for the current TFB boards would not be needed and the data paths into the Station Card via the motherboard will be open.  To connect the DRX/TFB board to the Station Card, we plan use a rigid-flex board that spans these connectors.
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Major concerns, minor concerns (in my opinion, anyway)

• ASIC cost (especially if we need to re-spin the chip)

• Non-correlator upgrades to ALMA needed
• Amount of control card firmware required

• System installation/testing
• Rack-to-rack LVDS interface
• ASIC power dissipation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a summary of our concerns for the correlator upgrade.  If we have to completely re-spin the ASIC, that will suck up most of our contingency.  We think this is unlikely.  We’ve been doing simulations off and on for over a year and will continue down that path.  We will also work closely with the manufacturer to verify their simulations.  A second concern is that there are other ALMA upgrades required to make the correlator upgrade fully useful.  We could upgrade the resolution without impacting other systems, but that is not scientifically very exciting.  To double the bandwidth of course requires an upgraded sampling system, including anti-aliasing filters and an upgraded data transmission system.  We should also stay in sync with Alain Baudry’s colleagues.  Worse case, we could do the project in two phases: first the resolution upgrade and then the bandwidth upgrade.  The control card firmware is what the hardware group will modify to minimize the changes in the high level software.  More minor concerns include system installation and testing, the rack-to-rack LVDS interface and power dissipation in the ASIC.   
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